ABSTRACT Differential evolution (DE) algorithm is a global optimization algorithm over continuous search space. DE also has been applied in many fields, such as artificial neural networks, chemical engineering, mechanical design, robotics, signal processing, biological information, and economics. At the same time, as a powerful evolutionary algorithm for solving global numerical optimization problems, the DE algorithm has drawn more and more attention. However, how to make a proper balance between the global and local search is a burning question and to limit the optimization performance of DE. In this paper, an improved algorithm η _ CODE with a new η _ Cauchy operator is proposed to enhance the global and local search ability of a well-known DE variant JADE. In order to guarantee the effective performance of the proposed operator, all the fitness values are ranked through a ranking scheme based on increasing order before a new η _ Cauchy operator is conducted. The pNP individuals that have better fitness are selected and carried out Cauchy disturbance operation considering the complexity of the algorithm. The Dynamic parameter mechanism is utilized to select pNP individuals that number is also adjusted dynamically in each generation. The scale factor F and crossover probability CR are obtained with Lehmer mean without using determined parameter c in JADE, which aims to balance the exploration and exploitation of the algorithm during the running time. A total of sixty benchmark functions from CEC2014 and CEC2017 on real parameter optimization are employed to prove the validity of η _ CODE for solving complex high-dimensional problems. The experiments indicate that η _ CODE is better than or at least comparable with several state-of-the-art DE variants, including JADE, SinDE, TSDE, AGDE, and EFADE in the global numerical optimization problems. In order to further analyze the performance of η _ CODE, we also select extra two high-powered modified algorithms called EBLSHADE and LSHADESPACMA based on LSHADE to discuss advantages and disadvantages of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [1] - [3] , which are based on the principles of natural biological evolution, are a number of stochastic search and optimization methods. As one of the evolutionary algorithms, DE [4] was proposed by Storn and Price in 1995 and since then it has been applied successfully to solve many engineering problems [5] - [9] .
DE is accomplished by initialization, mutation, crossover and selection operators [10] . There are only a few DE control operator before mutation operation. Better individuals contain valuable information so that they are given higher probabilities to be utilized to guide other population with expecting to dig out more potential information in their vicinity. The whole individuals are ranked according to corresponding fitness whose selected pNP individuals with better fitness are executed Cauchy disturbance mechanism to get better information using greedy selected method like selection operator between these individuals and the perturbed individuals. A parameter η that is associated with the fitness value is introduced to adjust the parameter pNP to avoid increasing the complexity of the new algorithm. Inferior archive A in JADE is renamed as dA in new algorithm. dA is initialized before mutation and updated after the new operator. The emergence for the new operator is better coordinated with global and local search ability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces DE, its variants and a brief overview of previous work. Section III outlines our approach with the proposed new η _ Cauchy operator and the runtime complexity. The simulation results which include the algorithm comparison, relative parameter setup and analysis, effectiveness certification for ranking scheme and η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism are described in Section IV. Conclusion is provided in Section V.
II. DE AND ITS VARIANTS
In this section, we briefly describe the original DE algorithm and its variants which will be used as a comparison with η _ CODE.
For the whole paper, we solve numerical optimization problem [38] as eq.1 minimize f (X )(X = x 1 , x 2 , · · ·, x D ∈ ω)
x j ∈ (x j,low , x j,high ) (j = 1, 2, · · ·, D) (1) where f denotes the function that needs to be resolved, X is a optimized vector variable. ω ∈ R D is a compact set, D represents the variable dimension, x j is defined between the lower bound x j,low and the upper bound x j,high . The DE is a simple global and population-based stochastic search optimization algorithm. The algorithm is completed through initialization, mutation, crossover and selection. These four operations are described below. 
Where rand(0,1) obeys a uniform distribution in [0,1] [4] .
B. MUTATION
The mutation operation is the core part [39] . A mutant vector
is generated for each target vector X G i = (x i,1,G , x i,2,G , · · ·, x i,D,G ) at each generation G according to eq.3.
where indices r1, r2, r3 ∈ 1, 2, · · ·, NP; F, which is called the scale factor, is a random constant between 0 and 1 to control the amplification of the difference vector X G r2 − X G r3 according to Storn and Price [4] ; The conventional method for naming the mutation strategy is DEx/y/z, where DE stands for differential evolution, x represents the base vector to be perturbed, y is the number of difference vector, and z denotes crossover operation types including exponential and binomial crossover. It's worth noting that eq.3 is the most classical mutation strategy. Several mutation strategies are frequently used, as shown in Table 1 . 
C. CROSSOVER
The aim of the crossover operation is to build up an trial vector
by mixing components between target vector X G i and mutation vector V G i , The binomial crossover method [10] is utilized in this paper. The crossover operation equation is expressed by:
where rand i,j (0, 1) is a random variable according to uniform distribution in [0,1], CR is called crossover probability to control how many components are inherited from V G i . jrand ∈ (1, 2, · · ·, D) is a random integer to ensure at least one component from V G i . Fig.1 is given for the traditional mutation and crossover strategy. It has been analyzed that three possible trial vectors may be created in Fig.1 for 2-D search space. 1) the first component of the trial vector is from V G i while the other is inherited from X G i , written as U i ; 2) the first component of the trial vector is from X G i while the other is inherited from V G i , written as U i ; 3) two components of the trial vector are from V G i , written as U G i .
D. SELECTION
The selection operation forms a new population through selecting the trial vector U G i and the target vector X G i .
end for 15: end while
Vectors with better fitness value are selected as the offsprings. The selected operation equation is written:
pseudocode and flowchart of standard DE algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1 and Fig.2 .
E. RELATED WORK
In this section, a brief review of some recent DE research direction is presented.
Adaptive and self-adaptive parameter change methods which the control parameters are adjusted according to the feedback from the searching process are applied extensively. Liu and Lampinen [40] employed a fuzzy logic controller to tune the parameters adaptively in fuzzy adaptive DE (FADE). jDE [41] , which is a new self-adaptive DE, changes control parameters through probabilities τ 2 and τ 1. The performance of two algorithms is enhanced by parameter change method to some extent, but it is limited to optimize the performance of the algorithm only by adjusting parameters.
Considering the condition above, scholars combine the parameter change method and mutation strategy to further improve the performance of the algorithm. In SaDE [42] , multiple mutation strategies are dynamically selected by each individual based on their previous experience of generating promising solutions. In addition, mutation factor and crossover probability are generated to improve manifestation according to the normal distribution with different mean and variance. As one of the most classical algorithms, JADE [43] introduces a novel greedy mutation strategy called DE/current-to-pbest/1. Besides, F and CR are adaptively adjusted by learning from their experience of success. The final results show that JADE outperforms PSO [44] , DE, jDE and SaDE on several benchmark functions. CoDE [45] is a DE variant with composite trial vector generation strategies and control parameters that those have distinct advantages. Three trial vectors are generated for each target vector and the best one survives for the next generation if it is better than its corresponding target vector. CoDE has shown high performance in dealing with some multimodal optimization problems especially. A new mutation operator is introduced to improve the global and local search capabilities in AGDE [46] . At the same time, a novel and effective adaptation scheme is applied to update the values of the crossover capability to appropriate values without extra parameters or prior knowledge of optimization problem. Both two operations contribute to the convergence speed of new algorithm together. EFADE [47] provides a new triangular mutation operator which it is based on the convex combination vector VOLUME 7, 2019 of the triplet defined by the three randomly chosen vectors and the difference vectors for the best, better and the worst individuals among the three randomly selected vectors. Besides, two novel and effective adaptation schemes are used to update the control parameters. Results prove that EFADE enhances the global and local search capabilities and improves the convergence speed of the new algorithm compared with classical some schemes.
Many ways can be used to improve performance of algorithm that dividing population into subpopulation is also a common strategy to enhance the manifestation of algorithm. Niche strategy is a neighborhood technique based on distance, which is mostly used in multi-modal optimization to construct hierarchical population structure, and can also well solve single-mode problems. Niche strategy has four branches including aggregation [48] , sharing [49] , clearance [50] and speciation [51] . For example, Hui and Suganthan [52] utilized a variety of niche strategies to design a neighborhood variation strategy and sub-population division scheme to strengthen optimizing ability of the algorithm. In literature [53] , Biswas et al. combined an information sharing mechanism with DE algorithm to obtain more efficient niche effect.
In addition to improving the operation steps of DE algorithm, a simple framework structure can be used to improve the existing DE algorithm and DE variants. Li et al. [54] designed a novel hybrid framework to further enhance the robustness and optimization performance based on the modified JADE(MJADE) and CoDEM(CoDE), named HMJCDE. Wang et al. [55] proposed a DE framework of non-dominant sequencing to make use of the fitness value and diversity of individual population as much as possible. A hybridization framework named LSHADE-SPACMA between LSHADE-SPA and a modified version of CMA-ES is introduced to improve performance of LSHADE algorithm in LSHADE-SPACMA algorithm [56] . The modified version of CMA-ES contributes to the exploration capability of the proposed framework. At the same time, a new semi-parameter adaptation approach for the scale factor is proposed to improve robustness, stability, and quality of the solution for new algorithm with the new framework together. Considering the convergence task and trap into stagnation, Guo et al. [57] proposed the framework that could detect the stagnation intelligently. When the population was stagnant, the vectors involved in mutation were selected from the archive. The quality of solutions were improved through this operation.
Another popular to enhance DE algorithm is hybridization. Lian et al. [58] proposed a hybrid algorithm, HABCDE, which combined two very popular and effective heuristic intelligent algorithms called differential evolution algorithm (DE) and artificial swarm algorithm (ABC). Hybridization operation between ABC and DE provides a platform for the development of heuristic algorithms with faster convergence speed and better performance. The those improved hybrid algorithms have been applied to various optimization problems in science and engineering fields. Zheng et al. [35] developed an improved firefly algorithm (FA) that most of the newly generated solutions were updated under the guidance of two different vectors, which were randomly selected from high-order solutions each iteration. In HGADE [36] , GA-DE hybridization strategy is, which was only realized in mutation operation, proposed to enhance robust of algorithm. The results showed that the hybridization operation has significant effects on improving the result quality and computational efficiency.
III. η _ CODE
This section introduces the new η _ Cauchy operator based on ranking scheme. Some modifications are provided including main parameters distribution and mutation strategy.
A. η _ CAUCHY OPERATOR
In DE algorithm, initial population is generated and enters into mutation step without any other changes. For this situation, the algorithm falls into local optimum easily and the diversity of the algorithm will be reduced gradually. Based on the ideas above, we use the disturbance form to help solutions jump out of local optimum. The population will deviate from the optimal solution when every individual is disturbed in population. Thus, we select pNP individuals to make them disturbed to reserve optimal direction for the whole population. Our purpose is to reduce the possibility that the algorithm falls into local optimum, strengthens the local search ability and guarantees the convergence. Therefore, it is more reasonable to disturb pNP individuals with better fitness values. Summing up the ideas above, we firstly rank the population based on ranking scheme. The expression of ranking scheme is as follows:
where NPpop denotes the whole population. pNP individuals with better fitness values using dynamic parameter δ are selected as follows:
where pNP max and pNP min are the maximum and minimum of pNP, which are set to 30 and 15, respectively. δ is a variable parameter related to fitness value:
where f worst , f ave and f best are the worst fitness value, the average fitness value and the optimal fitness value in current generation. ζ is a constant which is set to 10 −8 in order to avoid occurring 0 for denominator of δ. Cauchy disturbance is selected as the disturbance mode [59] - [63] . Another disturbance mode that's often used is Gaussian disturbance. Disturbance range of Gaussian disturbance is not as good as Cauchy disturbance so it is not easy to jump out of local optimum and the convergence speed will also be slow. The studies [64] - [67] show that Cauchy disturbance is better than Gaussian disturbance on some examples. The cumulative distribution function of the Cauchy distribution is given as follows:
It is defined by two parameters including the location parameter x 0 specifying the location of the peak of the distribution and the scale parameter γ specifying the half-width at halfmaximum as Fig.4 . η _ Cauchy operator is formed as follows:
eq.10 also can be called η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism. pNP pop is selected individuals according to eq.7. cNP pop is updated individual population after conducting η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism. Where disturbance parameter η of η _ Cauchy operator is as follows:
FES represents the number of function evaluation. FESmax represents the maximum number of function evaluation. A updated population with dNP individuals is obtained as eq.12. 
Algorithm 2
The Proposed Ranking-Based η _ Cauchy Operator 1: Sort the whole population NP based on fitness according to eq.6 2: Obtain perturbed pNP individuals according to eq.7 3: Make pNP individuals perturbed according to eq.10 4: Get a new population dNP as given eq.12 
B. PARAMETERS AND STRATEGY
In this paper, we provide a strategy: DE/current-to-dpbest/ 1/bin. This mutation strategy is an improved version of basic DE/current-to-pbest /1/bin which is introduced in JADE algorithm with three main differences. 1) Distributions to updated parameters F and CR are different.
2) Before the mutation vector is formed, pNP individuals are disturbed.
3) The set of inferior solution dA is not empty in the initialization.
The mutation strategy is as follows:
where X d _pbest is randomly chosen from p% individuals in the current population with p = 0.05 after updating. X d _r1 is selected from the updated population randomly. X d _r2 is chosen from the union, dNP ∪ dA, of the updated population and the updated external archive dA. An updated external archive dA is used to store the inferior parents that fail in the selection process. Besides, it isn't an empty set while we define initial population. The core idea of η _ Cauchy operator and updated strategy is shown in figure. 6. Each individual utilizes Cauchy distribution to generate F(i) and CR(i) as follows:
CR(i) and F(i) are truncated to [0, 1] if they are less than 0 or they are greater than 1. The successful values of F(i) and CR(i) are stored in S F and S CR , respectively, in a same way to JADE. µ F and µ CR are generated according to Lehmer mean without c as follows:
where mean Lm () is the 2-dimensional Lehmer mean:
At the end of the generation, the values of µ F and µ CR are updated as shown in eq.16 and eq.17. The pseudocode and flow chart of η _ CODE algorithm are shown in the algorithm 3 and Fig.3 , respectively. The runtime complexity of a classic DE algorithm is O(NP * D * Gmax). η _ CODE differs from the classic DE mainly in the new η _ Cauchy operator. We need to sort NP vectors based on their fitness values and compute fitnesses selected pNP individuals in the each generation. Unlike traditional DE algorithm, the extra time complexity from pNP individuals is O(pNP * D * Gmax) at most. The runtime complexity of the new algorithm is O(NP * D * Gmax + pNP * D * Gmax) without considering everything else at the worst case. In order to evaluate the computational complexity of η _ CODE in practical runtime as in [68] , the time T0 to run the following test problem is obtained: The algorithm complexity on 30, 50 and 100 dimensions is given as Table 2. T1 is 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of η _ CODE, 60 benchmark functions in CEC2014 and CEC2017 in Special Session and Competition on Single Objective Real-Parameter Numerical Optimization are chosen. The nth function of CEC2014 and CEC2017 is denoted Fi. DE algorithm and its variants are programmed in MATLAB R2018b and run on a Windows 10 system. Variable dimension D is set to be 30, 50, and 100. Their corresponding FES max is set to be 300000, 500000 and 1000000 respectively. Each algorithm on each test function terminates when reaching FES max or the error value is smaller than 10 −8 . Each algorithm is executed for 50 independent runs to obtain the average and standard variance error values (mean and std). IV-A shows that η _ CODE compares with other five algorithms by Wilcoxon's test and Friedman's test on the basis of the average and standard variance error value. IV-B shows that η _ CODE has a performance analysis with two high-powered algorithms called EBLSHADE and LSHADESPACMA. IV-C verifies the significance of ranking scheme and η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism for η _ CODE. IV-D details the three new dynamic parameters pNP, δ and η.
A. COMPARISON WITH JADE, SINDE, TSDE, AGDE AND EFADE ON 30-D, 50-D AND 100-D PROBLEMS IN CEC2014 AND CEC2017
The performance of the η _ CODE is compared with five state-of-the-art DE variants: 1) JADE [43] ; 2) SinDE [25] ; 3) TSDE [69] ; 3) AGDE [46] ; 6) EFADE [47] ; For a fair comparison, the same random initial population is used for the all algorithms and the parameters setting for all of DE variants is the same as the their original algorithms, unless a change is mentioned. The population size NP for all algorithms is set to 5 * D. The detail is given as Table 4 .
We compare η _ CODE with other DE variants JADE, SinDE, TSDE, AGDE and EFADE on CEC2014 and CEC2017 benchmarks. Optimization problems in CEC2014 Table 3, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8, Table 11 and Table 22 . Boldface font is used to show the best performance among six algorithms about mean error.
1) UNIMODAL FUNCTIONS
In CEC2014 test, F2 is smooth but narrow ridge that optimal solution can be found by all algorithms for 30-D test while the global optimum of F1 is only found by η _ CODE. η _ CODE has minimum function error value for F1 on 30-D and 50-D test. The global optimum of F3 that it has a sensitive direction on 50-D and 100-D test is only found by η _ CODE. In CEC2017 test, the global optimum of F1 is found by five algorithms except for SinDE. Nevertheless, the global optimum of F1 and F2 can only be found by η _ CODE in 50-D test and the global optimum of F2 and F3 can only be found by η _ CODE in 100-D test. η _ CODE performs better performance with increasing of dimension. η _ CODE's performance is still best for 100-D that it shows robustness of η _ CODE is strong for high dimensional unimodal problems.
2) MULTIMODAL FUNCTIONS
They are multimodal, non-separable, continuous and multiple local optimum for these functions. In CEC2014 test, We obtain the result that only mean error of JADE reduces 00E+00 for F4 about 30-D. Mean error of only η _ CODE are below 4.99E+00 in F10 for 50-D. Nevertheless, the others are not able to achieve this accuracy. η _ CODE outperforms 7, 7 and 9 functions comparing with other algorithms among SinDE and EFADE in 30-D. Mean error of only η _ CODE is below 9.02E+01 in F7 for 50-D. It also concludes from the experimental results that the η _ CODE is the best in the performance of these functions in the 50-D and 100-D comparing with other five algorithms. This reflects the superiority of η _ Cauchy operator. In CEC2017 test, SinDE shows better performance with 4 minimum mean error values while η _ CODE is ordinary with one among all algorithms in 30-D. η _ CODE outperforms JADE, SinDE, TSDE, AGDE and EFADE on all hybrid functions as well as its performance is best among 6 algorithms for 50-D. The performance of η _ CODE is getting stronger when function dimension is increasing gradually in CEC2014 while this condition is not obvious in CEC2017 for hybrid functions. This also shows the limitation of the algorithm and illustrates that some problems cannot be solved for algorithms completely.
4) COMPOSITION FUNCTIONS
Not only composition functions have different properties around different local optima or variable subcomponent but also they are asymmetrical. In CEC2014 test, SinDE has better average performance, which defeats other algorithms on eight functions in 30-D. TSDE ranks the second in 30-D. In 50-D test, η _ CODE performs best and SinDE loses its dominance. However, η _ CODE is surpassed by SinDE, which wins the second in 100-D. In CEC2017 test, η _ CODE is the best comparing with JADE, SinDE, TSDE, AGDE and EFADE in 30-D, 50-D and 100-D test. Especially in 100-D test, ten composition Functions after optimizing by η _ CODE all have minimum mean error values. η _ CODE's performance is not reduced little by little. It indicates that the performance of the η _ CODE has been improved.
To sum up, in CEC2014 test, it is obvious that η _ CODE is superior on unimodal and multimodal functions, particularly in 50-D and 100-D. It also testifies that η _ CODE improves ability of jumping out of local optimum of JADE. What's more, η _ CODE is excellent on hybrid functions especially 100-D. In CEC2017 test, η _ CODE performs the best on composition functions whatever it is in 30-D, 50-D, or 100-D. The performance of η _ CODE surpasses comparative 5 algorithms and keeps leading position on other functions. Fig.7 demonstrates convergence process on some of representative functions in different dimensions in CEC2014 and CEC2017 benchmark functions (other convergence figures VOLUME 7, 2019 can be seen in supplementary file). We conclude that the new operator enhances algorithm performance, increases the local search ability and better coordinates the exploration and utilization of the algorithm from the convergence graph Fig.7 and the error mean value of the function.
Wilcoxon test [70] , [71] is to judge whether there is any difference between the two population distributions from samples by analyzing the paired samples. It is applied at a 0.05 significance level and the overall results are recorded in the last three rows in Table 3, Table 6, Table 7, Table 8 , Table 11 and Table 22 . '+', '−', and '=' denote that η _ CODE is better than, worse than, or equal to other algorithms, respectively. η _ CODE has six functions worse than JADE for 30-D, 50-D, and 100-D in CEC2014 and CEC2017 in the worst case while η _ CODE has no bad functions comparing with its variants in the best case in high dimensional functions such as TSDE and EFADE. In CEC2014, η _ CODE has 19, 22, and 28 functions better than SinDE in 30-D, 50-D, and 100-D, respectively. It shows that η _ CODE's superior performance for exploration and exploitation in high dimensional functions. Table 9, Table 10, Table 12, Table 13,  Table 14 and Table 15 summarize the statistical analysis results of utilizing multiple problem Wilcoxon's test between η _ CODE and its variants for 30-D,50-D and 100-D problems in CEC2014 and CEC2017. '+' in Table 9, Table 10,  Table 12, Table 13, Table 14 and Table 15 mean that we have 95% or 90% chance to make sure that our proposed algorithm is better than the compared algorithms at the level significance of 0.05 or 0.1 and vice versa for '−'. We know that Friedman test [72] is a non-parametric test method to reveal the significant difference for multiple population distributions. It is implemented to present the performance Whether Wilcoxon test or Friedman test, In CEC2014, η _ CODE is superior to DE variants in the high dimensional functions. In CEC2017, η _ CODE is also superior to DE variants in the high dimensional functions. What's more, we remove the parameter c included to JADE to use the simple Lehmer distribution for F and CR. The optimization effect of η _ CODE is not affected. It rectifies that the stability of η _ CODE is strong fairly. EBLSHADE [16] and LSHADESPACMA [56] are selected for comparison in this experiment. EBSHADE is the hybridization framework based on ELSHADE [16] . LSHADESPACMA utilizes a new semi-parameter adaptation approach to prove that the semi-adaptive algorithm is better than pure random algorithm or fully adaptive or self-adaptive algorithm. In the experiment, η _ CODE and two highpowered DE variants are tested on 30-D, 50-D and 100-D functions in CEC2014 and CEC2017. We run EBLSHADE and LSHADESPACMA on CEC2014 and CEC2017 benchmark for 50 times to obtain the average and standard error values (data can be seen in supplementary file). Table 17 and  Table 18 summarize the Wilcoxon test result for η _ CODE and other two algorithms. '+' and '−' in Table 17 and  Table 18 have the same meaning with in Table 9, Table 10,  Table 12, Table 13, Table 14 and Table 15 . In CEC2014, η _ CODE is comparable with LSHADESPACMA for 100-D and is better than LSHADESPACMA in 30-D. Nevertheless, it is not good as EBLSHADE. In CEC2017, η _ CODE is comparable with LSHADESPACMA for 30-D and 50-D. EBLSHADE is still superior to η _ CODE.
In Table 19 , η _ CODE ranks the second in 30-D and 100-D for CEC2014. EBLSHADE ranks first for all different dimensions. In CEC2017, η _ CODE is the second in 30-D among three algorithms. Ranking of η _ CODE is not as good as EBLSHADE and LSHADESPACMA in 50-D and 100-D.
In conclusion, η _ CODE is able to compete with LSHADESPACMA for performance in 30-D and 50-D in CEC2014 and CEC2017. EBLSHADE is really highperformance whatever it is 30-D, 50-D or 100-D in CEC2014 and CEC2017. η _ CODE is not better than EBLSHADE. In the proposed framework for EBLSHADE, both mutations DE/current-to-pbest/1 and ord best (or ord pbest ) work simultaneously on the same population to enhance the global and local search capabilities to make EBLSHADE dominate compared with our algorithm. It also shows that η _ CODE is not optimal although it has outstanding performance than JADE, SinDE, TSDE, AGDE and EFADE.
C. TESTIFYING SUPERIORITY OF η _ CAUCHY OPERATOR η _ Cauchy operator has an absolute influence on performance for η _ CODE based on ranking scheme. We set 2 η _ CODE variants called η _ CODE1 and η _ CODE2 for confirming effectiveness about combination of two operations. η _ CODE1 doesn't conduct ranking scheme but use η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism. η _ CODE2 utilizes ranking scheme and η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism. Two variants are different from η _ CODE as follows: 1) For η _ CODE1: No ranking operation is described as: 2) η _ CODE2: The complete disturbance is depicted as:
The two variants are tested on 30-D, 50-D and 100-D on CEC2014 and CEC2017. Friedman's ranking results of η _ CODE are recorded in Table 21 . η _ CODE all ranks first on 30-D, 50-D and 100-D among three algorithms. Table 23 shows Wilcoxon's test results for η _ CODE on CEC2017 functions, which proves that η _ CODE gains larger R + values than R − values comparing with two other variants. η _ CODE tends to escape a local optimum in the infeasible region with the ranking scheme and η _ Cauchy disturbance mechanism. The partial good results on CEC2014 and CEC2017 functions are showed as Fig.9 . Obviously, η _ CODE overmatchs the designed variants. In IV-C, the complete disturbance experiment turns out that efficiency of experiment is not as good as that we choose part of the individuals. Considering experimental result above, we set two significant parameters pNP min and pNP max to improve performance of η _ CODE. At the same time, we also expect to obtain more potential solutions to guide the entire population to the global optimal solution. pNP min and pNP max are determined into 15 and 30 respectively after a large VOLUME 7, 2019 number of experiments. The determination of pNP is related to fitness value f worst , f ave and f best . The number of pNP individuals with an adjustable parameter δ should be magnified to enhance global search ability as much as possible when population's coverage area is small and vice versa. Because of complexity of time, the local search number of individuals is lowered to reduce algorithm complexity based on δ. At the same time, disturbance amplitude η has to be considered after we determine individual number that are disturbed. When pNP increases, we should ensure that the individuals are not to deviate the direction to optimal solution excessively. δ is changed to build η in order to keep the evolutionary direction of the whole population and complexity of runtime. The order of magnitude 10 −2 is applied to set up η because the disturbance should not be too large. Fig.8 shows a dynamic change process for pNP in CEC2104.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper extends a typical global optimizer for solving global numerical optimization problems. The proposed algorithm η _ CODE improves the solution quality and attempts to avoid premature convergence. An effective ranking scheme is utilized to guarantee to better complete task for the new operator every generation. The number of perturbed individuals pNP has great impact on effectiveness, so parameter adjustment δ that is related to fitness is a key for the proposed operator. Dynamic parameter mechanism is performed to coordinate the relationship between complexity and fitness for algorithm each generation. The advanced algorithm is fairly simple and comprehensible with higher robust. The experimental results demonstrate that η _ CODE displays better or at least competitive performance against other state-of-the-art EAs including JADE, SinDE, TSDE, AGDE and EFADE in CEC2014 and CEC2017 test suite. The experimental datas between η _ CODE and EBLSHADE and LSHADESPACMA show that the proposed algorithm still has limitation and deficiency in the process of optimizing.
In the future, it is interesting to expand η _ CODE for solving constrained optimization problems(COPs). The same operation generalizes other algorithms to further research its applicability from two aspects including theory and practice. 
